Get the secret to classroom charts that
• deepen engagement
• strengthen retention
• increase independence

“Walk into a Best Practice classroom and what do you see? A great teacher, curious kids, and walls filled with thoughtful, useful, and attractive charts, co-created by everyone in the room. These handmade charts are not decoration—they are a necessity, helping kids take increasing responsibility for their own thinking. Marjorie and Kristi help us see the value in these often unrecognized learning tools and show us how to make great ones with our kids.”

—Harvey “Smokey” Daniels, coauthor of Best Practice, Fourth Edition
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*Smarter Charts* is the how-to guide teachers have begged Marjorie and Kristi for. They’ve discovered the secrets to amazing classroom charts over decades of classroom experience as teachers and as staff developers with the Reading and Writing Project. Visit Marjorie and Kristi’s chartchums blog to interact with them!

“Through lesson transcripts, amazing visual support, and down-to-earth examples, Marjorie and Kristi show us that it’s not what’s ON the chart, but what’s INSIDE the chart. They help us see that charts serve much bigger purposes than room enhancement or public records of our teaching.”

—Kathy Collins, author of *Growing Readers*
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